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              Arizona Advanced Dental

        
              Dentists & Cosmetic Dentists located in Mesa, AZ
                    Now offering Telehealth visits
          

  
                        
  
    
      	
          
            	
                  "I've never looked forward to going to the dentist until I started going here."

                
	
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  

                

                Lydia M. Google

              


          

        
	
          
            	
                  "I can’t say enough great things about this office!"

                
	
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  

                

                Jennifer L. Google

              


          

        
	
          
            	
                  "Since coming to this office, my smile has never looked or felt better."
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                  "You feel like you're with family the moment you walk in."
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                  "No pain, friendly faces, thorough and very detail oriented."

                
	
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  

                

                Elizabeth B. Yelp

              


          

        
	
          
            	
                  "The entire staff is excellent I will never go to another dentist."
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              We are open for emergencies and urgent care.
Please call our office to schedule an appointment.

          

        

                

      


                        
      
      
        

        Arizona Advanced Dental is a state-of-the-art practice that provides compassionate, individualized care for the whole family. Conveniently located in Mesa, Arizona, the team strives to create an environment where everybody in the Greater Phoenix area feels relaxed and welcome.
The Arizona Advanced Dental team understands that visiting the dentist can feel stressful, even frightening, for some patients. That’s why they make it a point to build personal, long-lasting relationships with all of their patients. The office is equipped with flat-screen televisions, DVDs, and stereo headphones for entertainment, while they also offer nitrous oxide and The Wand® to minimize any discomfort.
To ensure that every patient feels at ease in the team’s care, Arizona Advanced Dental provides a wide range of dental services that suit everybody’s unique needs. They offer comprehensive dental exams, Invisalign®, tooth-colored fillings, dental crowns and bridges, porcelain veneers, dental implants, and more. 
The team even provides Chao Pinhole® Gum Rejuvenation™, an innovative pain-free option to correct gum recession in patients with periodontal disease. 
With advanced technology and cutting-edge dental equipment, from lasers to intraoral cameras, Arizona Advanced Dental is constantly searching for new ways to provide their patients with the most exceptional care available. Call or book an appointment online to learn more.
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                Pediatric Dentistry
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              We now offer same day crowns. Request your appointment today.
          

        

                

      


                        

  
                                                                                                    
        
          
                      
              
                Arizona Advanced Dental Mesa Dentist office of Dr. Donald Clifford and Dr. Casey Cutler.

 
Arizona Advanced Dental supplies advanced dental artistry delivered with the newest technical dental advances, and above all with concern along with individualized attention. We strive to supply a very warm along with caring environment where everyone feels valued and welcome. From routine dental care to enable you to achieve optimum oral health to sophisticated cosmetic dental procedure to renew your smile we take the time to become familiar with you and pay attention to your desires, needs along with objectives for your smile.
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              $99 New Patient Special!



Includes Comprehensive Examination, Necessary X-Rays, Oral Cancer Screening with Identafi, and Dental Cleaning (in the absence of periodontal disease.)
 


          

        

                

      


                        
  
    
      
        We Accept all Major Dental Insurance Plans

        Finding a good, professional dentist that accepts your dental insurance can be frustrating. We make every effort to alleviate that frustration by providing quality dental care while also accepting as many insurance plans as possible. Please call the office if you do not see your provider listed.
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              View full list of companies
            

          

        
        
          
            
              
                ×
                
                  Network Insurances

                

              

              
                                  	AARP
	Aetna
	Ameritas
	Cigna
	Delta Dental
	Humana
	MetLife
	UnitedHealthcare
	UnitedHealthOne


                              

            

          

        

      
    

  


                        
    
    Choose Your Provider
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          Donald Clifford, DDS

                    Dentist
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          Casey Cutler, DDS

                    Dentist
                  

      
    

          


                        
            
        
          Our Team

          We are here to help
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              Chassity Gomez

                        Office Manager
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              Shelby Larson

                        Dental Hygienist 
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              Candice Carlson

                        Dental Hygienist
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              Angelica Gallegos

                        Treatment Coordinator/front office
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              Michelle Jones

                        Dental Assistant
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              Alison Porter

                        Dental Assistant
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              Barbara Corona

                        Insurance coordinator/front office
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              Kierra  Campeau

                        Patient Care Coordinator/front office
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              Kimberlie  Johnson

                        Dental Hygienist
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              Mackenzie  Heaton

                        Dental Assistant
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              Vai  Foalima

                        Dental Hygienist

                                  
                                  

            


        

      

      
                        

  
                                        
                  
                      

                    
              Connect With us on Social Media
      

          

        

                

      


                        
  
    
      

      
                  
            
              
              
                                Telehealth: The Advantages of Telemedicine

              
              Struggles to get to the clinic? Trying to reduce your exposure to COVID-19, as well as other contagious illnesses, and still need to see your doctor? Telehealth is safe and easy — receive quality care from anywhere.
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                                Are Dental X-rays Safe for the Whole Family?

              
              Dental x-rays are a common diagnostic procedure that expose a patient to very low doses of radiation, which are still considered safe. When these x-rays are performed properly with adequate safety precautions in place, you will experience the same amount o
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                                Pros and Cons of Dental Bonding

              
              Dental bonding uses a tooth-colored to restore or improve a person’s smile. The procedure can repair chipped or cracked teeth, or be a purely cosmetic option to change the shape or color of a person’s teeth.

            

          
              

    

  


                        
                    

              
      
        
          Testimonials

        

        
          Words from our patients
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                        "I feel Dr. Clifford went above and beyond to ensure I ended with the smile of my dreams."

                Jenna T.
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                        "Whether it's general dental or cosmetic dentistry, this is your place. 10 stars if I could give it!"

                Chris C.
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                        "I am very happy to have found Dr. Clifford and his amazing staff."

                Erin C.

              

            


        

      

    

  
                        
    
    
      
        Location

      

      
        Arizona Advanced Dental

        
          3048 E Baseline Rd, Suite 128          

        Mesa, AZ 85204

        Phone: 480-504-1099
          

        
        Fax: 
        
        480-752-0906
        

    

    
      
        Office Hours

      

      
        Monday
    
                        7:00 am
                      - 5:00 pm
                            
    
                            7:00 am
                        to 5:00 pm
                                  
  
  Tuesday
    
                        7:00 am
                      - 6:00 pm
                            
    
                            7:00 am
                        to 6:00 pm
                                  
  
  Wednesday
    
                        7:00 am
                      - 5:00 pm
                            
    
                            7:00 am
                        to 5:00 pm
                                  
  
  Thursday
    
                        7:00 am
                      - 6:00 pm
                            
    
                            7:00 am
                        to 6:00 pm
                                  
  
  Friday
    
                        7:00 am
                      - 4:00 pm
                            
    
                            7:00 am
                        to 4:00 pm
                                  
  
  Saturday
    
                        7:00 am
                      - 2:00 am
                            
    
                            7:00 am
                        to 2:00 am
                                  
  
  Sunday
    
                        Closed
                  
    
                            Closed
                      
  
      

    

    
      
        Get in touch
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            Request Appointment
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